
Facebook Ads Manager
Running ads on Facebook is easier and more effective than ever. Step one is selecting
your objective.
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Lead Generation
Lead generation is an objective that many small business owners are not away of. So
let's walk through how to do it.
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Custom Audiences
I had to setup my custom audience prior to setting up my ad because I wanted a look a
like audience. This means I have a retargeting audience in Facebook for those that
have visited webdesign on my website. So I am letting Facebook do a look a like
audience of people that match the same characteristics including buying habits.
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Detailed Targeting
If I was not using a custom audience I could select an audience based on interested.
When building your audience you want somewhere between 1 and 2 million in your
potential reach.
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Now Comes the Budget
I begin with $5 per day for the first 24-72 hours to test my ad and see what my costs
per lead will be. Once I know I can make adjustments and leverage my resuls.
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Time you Choose Your Creative
Facebook has a library of stock images you can choose from. Or you can create
custom images and upload them. I selected 6 images. Each image becomes a separate
ad that will run. As you watch your stats if one image is costing you more because it is
getting presented more and not driving conversions then turn it off--or change your
image.
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Headline and Description for Ad
Headline appears below the image and the text appears above the image. News feed
link description appears below the headline.
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Next Step is the Lead Form
Prospects will complete the lead form right on Facebook and the form will auto fill with
their info so they just have to hit submit, which is extememly helpful on mobile.
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Form Name
Add a name for your form so you will remember what it is. If you offer takes just a little
explanation then also add a Context Card.
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Customize Form
Choose the info you must have when some completes your form. I made it simple
Name, Email and Phone (so I can follow up). You can also add custom questions if you
choose.
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Important Must have a Privacy Policy Link
My privacy policy is a pdf file that I have loaded to my media library and it makes it
easy to share the link. If you also need a custom disclaimer you can add that as well.
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Completed the form
Once your lead completes the form you can offer a link to your website if you choose. I
think this is important for those that do not know you or your business, it gives them an
opportunity to learn more about you and your services without having to look to hard to
find the information.
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Complete Context Card
This is where you give detailed information about your offer.
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Preview Form
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Place Order
Once you have completed your form it is time to place your order.
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Leads
So where are those leads? Go to the Publishing Tools on your Facebook Page; Click on
Lead Ads Form and then to the right you will see a list of your forms and you can
download your leads from this screen.
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